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Abstract 

 
Software engineers have been striving for years to improve the practice of software development 
and maintenance. Presently the agile approach is quickly becoming main stream in the software 
industry with core set of beliefs and practices called Manifesto for Agile Software Development. 
However, agile methods have shaken the view, arguing that more emphasis should be given on 
software development rather than extensive documentation. It has been observed through 
literature that good documentation plays a very important role in software development. It helps in 
increasing development speed and also helps in communication and maintaining relationship 
among developers and other stakeholders. In this paper, a conceptual view of documentation is 
proposed and a technical writer is introduced along with other scrum roles. Also, the paper 
presents the relationship of documentation and technical writer by which we can enhance the 
productivity and maintainability of software. 

 
Keywords: Agile Methodologies, Scrum, Technical writer, Extreme Programming, Software 
Documentation.

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Agile software development methods have been adopted by many IT organizations and seem 
quite suitable for today’s quick paced and frequently changing environment [1]. One of the main 
reasons for using agile methodologies is the capability of keeping overtime and expenses in 
check while trying to satisfy the needs of the users [1]. The various agile methodologies adopted 
in recent years are XP, SCRUM, ASD, TDD etc., all based on beliefs and practices defined by 
Manifesto for Agile Software Development (www.agilemanifesto.org) [2]. 
 
Among all agile methodologies the most widely used practices are XP and SCRUM. XP is based 
on planning game and the small releases coding guidelines [3][6], while maintaining the iterative 
and rapid feedback driver nature [4]. SCRUM approach has been developed for managing the 
software development process in a volatile environment based on flexibility, adaptability and 
productivity [4][5]. 
 
Evaluating SCRUM process and agile manifesto, which states working software over 
comprehensive documentation (agilemanifesto.org), there lies an importance of documentation 
for current and future benefits as well [7]. SCRUM consists of sprint planning, sprint meeting, 
SCRUM execution, product backlog, sprint burn down chart etc., but to keep a track of the path 
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and record of the work performed, there is a need of documentation which is currently missing in 
practice. 
 
Consider a situation, where one of the team unavailable member is replaced by a new member. 
The new member can start working on the item but is unable to relate with past work and their 
connection with other activities. The scrum master can only keep an eye but now other team 
members have to devote some more time explaining the new member about work been 
performed till now to make him understand the system well [8][1].  
 
Another aspect of SCRUM is the feedback from previous experiences. SCRUM is lacking a 
phase, where current experiences can be used in next similar projects. There is no record 
maintained about the lessons learnt or experiences gained from the current project, which can be 
useful as feedback in next projects. Sprint retrospective meeting determines well performed 
activities and problems faced during the sprint [9]. Presently, there is no documented record 
maintained to be used in future. 
 
Analyzing other phases such as requirement gathering and developing an organization wide 
design, as performed in traditional software development life cycle, helps the team members to 
broadly gain knowledge about the system. SCRUM is incapable to support its team with the view 
of system thinking, which considers to view system as a whole and no such independent entities 
exist in a system.  
 
Documenting or recording procedures and structures is necessary to increase the significance of 
the work. Ambler suggests two primary reasons for documentation; one is communication and 
other is understanding [10] [11]. The purpose of documentation is well understood as it helps to 
instruct those who are unfamiliar with the system and its organization and its work process [12]. 
Uncertainty in software environment is one of the major problems faced by the industry and its 
people. As uncertainty influences the managers to plan and proceed, to develop the product with 
its boundaries and constraints and above all, uncertainty influences the success of the project 
[13]. 
 
Another important aspect is requirement engineering, which is concerned with identifying, 
modeling, communicating and documenting the requirements of a system. It describes the final 
product to be produced and helps to create a vision of the outcome before actual development of 
the system begins [8]. 
 
Similarly, if documentation is written correctly, completely and consistently, it is regarded as a 
powerful tool to gain project success. It also helps software engineers to thoroughly understand a 
system, its components and their relationships [7]. However, the studies reveal that out of date 
software documentation still remains useful in many circumstances, such as inline comments and 
historical guidance and they are often good enough to greatly assist in detailed maintenance work 
[14]. 
 
One characteristic of agile methods is the informal communication among stakeholders and 
developers, which sometimes raises a problem of communication breakdown such as inability to 
scale the software, adding a new member into the development team, coping with systems 
complexity and rapidly changing requirements [1]. In such cases, documentation can really help 
to break the communication gap among stakeholders and other team members. Also, an effective 
communication can help understand the requirements and gain feedback from the customers. 
This helps in maintaining a relationship between customers and developing team which can then 
help in reducing further cost and time of development [15]. Finally, documentation is the best 
option when communicating information during development and recording information for 
permanent and future use [10]. 
 
Evaluating these facts, a new model of documentation, which can be incorporated with SCRUM is 
proposed. At the same time, a new role of technical writer is also introduced along with Product 
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Owner, Software Development Team and Scrum Master, who will help in documenting all the 
desired information for the betterment of the project as well as the SCRUM process. The new 
model will help reducing communication gap between customers and development team. Also it 
may help in recording the information and experiences for future use and in maintenance of the 
system. 
 
In this paper, we have discussed a proposed documentation process in SCRUM based products 
and its components in Section 2. Section 3 describes pros and cons of documented approach 
used in software environment. Lastly, conclusion and future work is described in Section 4. 
 

2.  DOCUMENTED APPROACH IN SCRUM BASED PRODUCTS 
An efficient documentation is a major factor to understand the requirement and feedback from the 
stakeholders. Also, it plays an essential role in communicating between developer, managers and 
customers. In this paper, we have proposed a documentation process in SCRUM based 
products, which consists of contract document, requirement specification document, design 
document, SCRUM process, lessons learnt document, document management system and 
technical writer. The components of the proposed documentation process are discussed in the 
following sub-sections.  
 
Hereby, the new model will not only help developer to understand the system completely but will 
also help future similar projects to achieve the desired outcome. At the same time, a new role of 
technical writer is also proposed who may help to achieve the goal by documenting all the desired 
information and help the team in better communication. The conceptual view of documentation 
process with its sub-components is shown in Fig.1. 
 

 
 

FIGURE 1: Documentation process in SCRUM based products. 
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2.1. Contract Document 
The documentation starts with the initial phase, i.e. contract document, in precedence to project 
selection. Contract is a kind of agreement between two or more parties, especially one that is 
written and enforceable by law [30]. Contract documents help to identify the existence of the 
project formally along with a proper sign off of top management, staff and project team. Contract 
document is also helpful in maintaining relationship and creating an understanding between the 
project team and staff involved at various levels to show their commitment, information flow and 
communication levels. 
 
In the proposed documentation process, the contract document can be created by technical writer 
in coordination with other team members, stakeholders and executives, to formally show the 
existence of the project and add to organization’s portfolio.  
 
2.2. Requirement Specification Document 
After the contract sign off and identifying the stakeholders, the next phase is to collect, analyze 
and specify the requirements. Software Requirement Specification (SRS) forms the basis for 
agreement between the customer and the developer on what software will be produced. This will 
aid in creating a mutual understanding and clearly defining what the customers expect from the 
software. Also, developers clearly understand what features are to be added in order to satisfy 
the customer. SRS is treated as a reference for validating the final product as per the 
requirement. 
 
SRS should be prepared by technical writers with assistance of product owner and development 
team. This will make easier for technical writers and developers to understand the system from 
scratch and will be useful to create good requirement documentation. 
 
2.3. Design Document 
Software design encompasses the set of principles, concepts and practices that leads to the 
development of a high quality system or product. A design document is a written document of a 
software product that provides an overall guidance of the software project architecture. A design 
document is intended to provide coordination among team members under a single vision. It is a 
stable reference, an outline view of the system and shows subsystems interrelations. The 
document is a complete description and maintains a high level view of the software [16]. The 
purpose of the design document is to express the vision of the system, describing its content and 
presenting a plan for implementation. Thus, design document helps to visualize in detail about the 
architecture, data structure, interfaces and components that are necessary to implement the 
system. 
 
The purpose of architecture design is to gain a general understanding of the system 
decomposition and relationship with other subsystem to provide a desired functionality [17]. 
Today the complexity of software has increased, making it difficult to grasp and develop the 
whole system. The number of control paths, references, variables makes the understanding 
almost impossible. Thus, it is necessary to subdivide the system into manageable parts so as to 
increase the understanding and making things easy. 
 
A complete set of software components are defined in architecture design. Component level 
design establishes the algorithmic detail required to manipulate data structures, define 
communication mechanism between software components via interfaces and implement the 
processing algorithms allocated to each component. This helps in determining whether the 
software will work before building it. The component level design represents the software in such 
a way that allows reviewing the earlier design representation for correctness and consistency 
[18]. 
 
Technical writers can assist developers to create good design document which can further be 
used as reference in scrum process. The design document will facilitate the teams to better inter-
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relate the subsystems and visualize the system thinking approach while executing scrum 
process. 
 
2.4. SCRUM process 
Scrum is an iterative incremental methodology for software development. It is a management 
framework for incremental product development using one or more cross-functional, self-
organizing team consisting of product backlog, sprints, reviews and burn down charts. Scrum 
provides a structure of team roles, meetings, rules and artifacts. Teams are responsible for 
creating and adapting their processes within this framework.  
 
For any product to be built, all the features are collected from users, customers, executives and 
other stakeholders often written in User Story form called the product backlog. The team has 
certain amount of time called sprint to complete a work with prioritized sprint backlog in hand. The 
team plans out several sprints to complete the work. Sprints are short duration milestones that 
allow team to tackle and manage the chunk of projects and get it to a ship ready state. Sprints 
generally range from couple of days to as long as 30 days in length depending on the product 
release cycles. Scrum components insist on short daily standing meetings. Meeting daily, the 
team feels confident that everyone is on the top of their task. Team member spends a total of 15 
minutes reporting to each other about the progress, what the member will do today and what 
impediments he faces. After the sprint execution, the team holds a meeting to demonstrate a 
working product increment to the product owner and other stakeholders called as sprint review 
meeting. After the end of each sprint, we get a subset of the product or a backlog to a ship ready 
state which is fully tested with all the features of that sprint. The extension of sprint is an indicator 
that the project is not on schedule and something needs to be performed. Therefore, it is 
extremely important to monitor the progress with the help of a burn down chart. 
 
The role of product owner is to make sure that the right features get into the product backlog 
representing the users and the customer’s requirements. Product owner helps to set the direction 
of the product. The role of scrum master is to make sure the project is progressing smoothly and 
ever team member has the resources he/she need to get his/her job done. Scrum master sets up 
meetings, monitor the work being done and facilitates release planning, acting more as a project 
manager. The team is cross-functional, self-organizing and intensively collaborative. The team 
pulls a few features from the product backlog which is then called as sprint backlog and decides 
how to proceed with the implementation of the features.  
 
In the proposed documentation process, the product backlog can easily be generated from the 
requirement specification created previously. This may reduce the effort of product owner to 
remember the overall system while identifying the product backlog. At this stage, new features 
can be added which were missing in the requirement phase. New features added later in the 
project, can be documented and requirement specification must be updated by the technical 
writers with assistance of product owner. After finalizing sprint backlog, the technical writers can 
coordinate with development team in daily sprint meeting to document all the necessary 
information. To ship with the product, the technical writers can easily create a good system 
manual and required deliverables, as they are involved since the initial phase of the project. 
 
2.5. Lessons learnt document 
Lessons learnt document generalizes the challenges faced at the time of development. It contains 
the details about the project and the team. The challenges include both management and 
technical issues [19]. Lessons learnt are used at midpoints of the project and at project 
completion to record significant new understanding that have emerged as a result of the project. 
They are used to build the knowledge base of an organization and to establish a history of best 
and worst practices in project management and customer relations [20].  
 
The technical writers document the experiences and impediments observed in scrum process, 
which can be used as reference in future projects and can provide a base for any process 
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improvement. Thus, the lessons learnt document can be useful for evolving continuous 
improvements.  
 
2.6. Document Management System 
It is a system used to track and store electronic document and/or images of paper document [21]. 
The system helps in easy storage and retrieval of the required document. This system can also 
help the organization to access all types of data whether it is a word file, CAD file, spreadsheets, 
recorded emails, video files, digital photographs, images and so on, anywhere and anytime. This 
type of system is well suited to store any historical data and provide a feedback or knowledge of a 
new upcoming project.  
 
In SCRUM, the document management system can guide developers to choose best of the 
solutions or approaches based on past experiences as all the documentation resides well 
managed and at a single location. Incorporating previous experiences and achievements can 
definitely reduce the impediments and uncertainties, thus, enabling the development team with 
quality decision making support. 
 
2.7. Role of Technical Writer 
The mind-set of novice programmers observes the code as the key artifact in a software project 
and is barely able to write a coherent sentence [11]. A good documentation is regarded as a 
powerful tool which describes a software system, its components and relationships. Poor system 
documentation is the primary reason for the quality degradation in work products, leading to 
confusion in maintenance [7]. Here, the role of technical writers comes into picture as software 
developers have the knowledge and technical writers have the skills [10]. Writers judges the 
importance of each task to decide what should be documented immediately and what can be left 
for safe delay [9]. Some tasks are to be documented as they proceed while few tasks can be 
delayed till their completion and then documented. In the proposed conceptual view of 
documentation, the role of technical writer starts with the project, creating contract document or a 
project charter. In collecting requirement specification, technical writer can help in information 
gathering, detecting and articulating customer requirements.  
 
Technical writers also help in balancing the type and amount of information extracted from 
customers which can improve the SRS. Technical writers can better assess and plan 
documentation project and better meet customer needs. Technical writers can determine the 
questions that are concerned with the system regarding the ease of use and reliability by learning 
about customer needs early in the product development process. Further, technical writers 
involved from the beginning and often in the process can become an information resource 
throughout the process [22]. In case of design document, technical writers assist in creating 
architecture document, short in details but thick on explanation, serving in outlining the situation 
describing one of more alternatives and enumerating the pros and cons of each. The primary 
focus is to create a common source to be used by all team members [23]. The design document 
can further be a part for SCRUM in producing product backlog and help indentifying various 
activities. In Scrum, technical writer can be an integral part of the process from sprint planning, 
execution, review meeting, sprint retrospective, till product shipment. It allows for comprehensive 
coverage of every aspect of a product as it is being developed, removing the risk of accidently 
leaving out something important. 
 
Technical writer can be involved in SCRUM process by attending the scrum meeting which 
stands for 15 minutes with rapid fire communication with the team members [24]. Technical 
writers are free to help each other during sprint as long as the team metrics remains accurate and 
the total effort does not exceed the initial estimates of creating a document. Technical writer can 
also document the code, algorithms, interfaces and APIs at this level. 
 
Technical writer should also document sprint review meeting and retrospectives, which concern 
the accomplishments, process improvements and determines the achievements and 
impediments. This knowledge is useful and important for creating lessons learnt document. 
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Technical writer can use lessons learnt template throughout the development process at various 
levels to finally come up with an overall lessons learnt document useful for future projects as a 
feedback.  
 
A technical writer is a skilled professional writer, who is able to design, create and maintain 
technical documentation. The documentation can be of many types such as design specifications, 
system manuals, white papers and other related documents [25]. A technical writer is able to 
produce a good documentation for developers, users and customers by possessing certain skills. 
They acquire the ability to organize ideas in graphically useful fashion, facilitate with technology, 
interact with SMEs (subject matter experts), write at all levels from brief abstract to book length 
manuscripts, cite and critically analyze the scientific literature in written work, convey complex 
information in appropriate fashion to audience different levels of physiological knowledge etc. 
Facilitated with above skills, technical writer should possess good communication skills, flexibility 
to adjust in any environment and should have patience for problem solving and troubleshooting 
[26] [27].  
 

3.  PROS AND CONS OF DOCUMENTED APPROACH 
Agile methodologies rely on an individual’s communication and memory instead of documentation 
and believe documentation is an overhead cost and should be reduced or eliminated [28]. While 
documentation serves as a way to bring new members up to speed, it is useful when transitioning 
the project to a maintenance team. Documentation can also be used within a contracting 
relationship to indicate what work has been done and what progress has been made [29]. 
According to Ambler, software documentation responds to three basic necessities, contractual 
agreement, support a software project by allowing team members to gradually conceive the 
solution to be implemented and allow the team to communicate the implementation details with 
time to the maintenance team [10].  
 
A good documentation deeply describes a software system, its components and relationships [7]. 
It is useful in better understanding and communication among the team members making it easy 
to learn and relearn the system. Documentation constitutes a collective knowledge of the 
organization which enhances knowledge transfer, historical information and assists in product 
evolution and maintenance. 
 
At the same time, documentation process is a time consuming activity which involves a certain 
amount of cost. A document is a waste if written once and not updated properly to reflect the 
changes.  
 
On the other hand, poor or missing documentation causes defects in evolution and maintenance 
phase. This can further lead to a significant loss of system knowledge if a skilled team member 
leaves and his knowledge and experience is not recorded. Having no documentation, the new 
members added late in the project will have to fully rely on other team members causing them to 
be distracted from their work. 
 
Therefore, learning from established documents significantly affect activities and actions resulting 
in fewer mistakes and errors and increasing development speed as the members know what to 
do and what outcome to expect. 
 

4. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 
Recently, agile software development has changed a view for traditional software documentation, 
proposing a model that rely more on informal communication rather than extensive 
documentation. However, the model does not support contract and maintenance which still has a 
great need for documentation. 
 
Appropriate documentation can assist people as well as the developer to gain confidence in the 
system built in process. It is not only the developer being benefited by documentation but 
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technical writer also gains a lot. The writer, if better understands the system can write the 
documentation in advance, which can further help to focus the mind and prevent false starts. 
Despite the advantage of documentation its usefulness can be effective only if document 
maximize stakeholder return on investment, stakeholder knows the total cost of ownership, 
document fulfills the purpose and documents are sufficiently accurate, consistent and detailed. 
Also, the technical writer has sufficient skills to produce a good documentation. 
 
A conceptual view of documentation is proposed, which can be useful to software community to 
recognize documentation as an important artifact and a new role is introduced in agile method as 
technical writer who can lend a hand in creating and managing documentation as per the 
requirement. 
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